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steps are required that shall transmit a certain velocity ratio, = r, with the same length of belt as the given pair. Suppose OD and O'E to represent the unknown steps. The given velocity
OD
ratio   equals  r.     Also, ^=-^7^.     But from  similar   triangles
FO Therefore   7-=—    but
C+x	C
and FO'=oc.    Therefore r= - , and oc = - .     Hence with
x	r-i
r and C given, the distance x may be found, and a point F located, such that if from F a line be drawn tangent to AB, the cone steps drawn tangent to it will give the velocity ratio, r, and a belt length equal to that of any pair of cones determined by a tangent to AB. The point F often falls at an inconvenient distance. The radii of the required steps may then be found as follows: Place a straight-edge tangent to the arc AB and measure the perpendicular distances from it to O and O'. The straight-edge may be shifted until these distances bear the required relation to each other. In this case it is well to check the accuracy of the construction by computing the. resultant length of belt with each pair of steps.
173. Design of Belts. — Fig. 179 represents two pulleys* connected by a belt. When no moment is applied tending to produce rotation this tension in the two sides of the belt is practically equal. Let TQ represent this tension. If now an increasing moment, represented by J?/, be applied to the driver, its effect is to increase the tension in the lower side of the belt and to decrease the tension in the upper side. With the increase of Rl this difference of tension increases till it is equal to P, the force with which rotation is resisted at the surface of the pulley. Then rotation begins * and continues as long as
* While the moving parts are being brought up to speed the difference of tension must equal P plus force necessary to produce the acceleration.

